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Abstract— URL filtering solution is a mechanism to block 

access to specific websites for compliance purpose or to 

prevent employees from wasting time at work via using 

social websites, chat sites etc. It also used to prevent 

malware infections. 
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I. OBJECTIVE 

Objective of URL filtering solution involves using a 

program to prevent access to certain content, which may 

have major impact if accessed. The most common content to 

filter are executables, emails or websites/URLs.  

II. DEPLOYMENT  

Content filters can be implemented either as software or via 

a hardware-based solution. 

Content filtering works by matching strings of 

characters. When the strings match, the content is not 

allowed through. Content filters are often part of Internet 

firewalls. In such a usage content filtering is serving a 

security purpose, but content filtering is also used to 

implement company policies related to information system 

usage. For example, it's common to filter websites 

containing pornographic materials or social-networking sites 

unrelated to work. 

Solution will be deployed in offline mode, mirror 

traffic or filter traffic will be forwarded toward the solution 

from Outgoing interface of Internet Gateway Router at ISP 

level.  

III. BENEFITS 

1) No service disruption will be occurred if device goes 

down. 

2) No performance issue occurred as solution is 

completely out of path.  

Only outgoing request of port 80 and 443 will be 

forwarded. In ISP, very difficult to block SSL based SSL 

because of Asymmetric Routing in the almost all of the ISP.  

Solution will be connected with Internet Gateway 

Router as shown in diagram 

1) One interface will receive the mirror traffic or filter 

traffic from router. 

2) Solution will make decision according to block 

URLs provided by agencies 

3) Second interface will send a TCP Reset packet with 

a customized block page to both requester  and 

requested URLs address  

IV. DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE

V. BLOCKING IN CONTENT FILTER 

A. Predefined and custom categories:  Below mentioned 

some predefined categories in various content filter 

solutions. 

Pre-Defined Local Categories: 
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Other Than that, we can define custom categories 

as per the requirement of organization. 

1) Blocking in content filter basis on the file type extension: 

Some of the below mentioned examples for understanding 

purpose only 

2) Protocol basis filtering on content filter 

Below mentioned some example to elaborate the same: 
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B. SSL protocol Filtering:  We can block content basis on the SSL protocol 

 

 


